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Abstract
Breaking Ground is a collection of poems that follows a narrative arc as the 
speaker transitions from youth to adulthood. Set in the farmlands of Wisconsin, the 
manuscript examines numerous relationships: between men and women, children and 
parents, people and the land, and native and non-native inhabitants of the land. The 
manuscript addresses the idea of displacement: what it means to belong somewhere, to 
call someplace home, and what results when that home must be left behind or returned 
to. This idea is examined through poems about native culture, poems about divorce and 
the dissolution of a family, as well as poems about how a father dealt with the trauma of 
returning from Vietnam. Overall, the manuscript is a story of both a family and a 
region, and how those apparently separate entities—people and place—are intrinsically 
linked.
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One-hundred years on two-hundred acres
I.
Say your people
spend a century here: a century was
nothing to the people of the standing stone,
before they came to this land of the red earth. How long before
the creek becomes a river, before
the meanders carve far enough to swallow the bone-yard?
The scars of our yearly plows will vanish; 
dirt will be dirt.
New scars will be made.
Ask the people, ask the elders:
the land of the standing stone remembers them 
as they remember the land.
To make new scars— 
how long . . .
II.
Flood years and drought years, 
my last on the reservation is both.
Come August, and I walk
solitary in the soft clay of the creek bed.
I watch the ground. One footfall presses deep enough 
to expose a flint shard. I scrape clean
its edge with my blade and sit creekside
in the crabgrass, clover, and honeysuckle to remove my shoe.
With the arrowhead I cut
from the outside edge of my big toe
a chunk of hardened callous, 
bury both in the clay.
III.
Reclamation:
you of the standing stone, here
upon the red clay.
Two hundred years:
time enough to sit and listen— 
hear the land’s story then tell it yours.
We century-old farmers have heard and spoken. 
We have scarred and been scarred.
IV.
See there, beyond the house: 
the cracked concrete slabs
where a shed and silo once stood, collapsed 
by time like my father’s back.
And there, at the field’s edge: 
the fence has long since rotted away
but its line
still holds. And my hand
just above the life-line:
the brown spot left from a long ago
blood-blister. In the wet of spring 
it would throb
as I carried buckets of milk 
to feed thirsty calves.
The gravel patch where hutches stood 
is now dirt,
grass seed freshly planted for the sale not yet 
taking hold in the auburn earth.
I.
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Turtle song
She enchanted the land 
when she could feel in her bones 
the white man coming—
Jimmy Redfox told me 
before basketball practice one day— 
to take what he could 
for himself.
Standing on the shore
of Dutchman’s Creek,
the elder mother
of the turtle clan
chanted to sky land water
so all would return
to her one day. How long
before my father’s father’s father
claimed over two hundred acres
and three miles
of the creek’s north shore
Jimmy couldn’t say.
But he could tell
how they buried mother turtle
at the base of a young oak
in a field in sight
of the rushing water
so she could become the tree’s spirit,
watch the land as she grew,
and when the tree died
she would be free
to set the spirits in motion,
returning the land
to whom it once belonged.
I don’t believe in curses,
I told Jimmy.
But I did.
After the crash
I. My mother buries her daughter
She is as old suddenly as ancient oak, 
or old men’s stories—without 
a rocking chair—
of when days stretched,
mornings opening up like wheat fields
waiting for harvest.
But time loves nothing— 
not the works of hands, 
even the mountains give way,
shrinking like an old man—
she says as she stares
at the tiniest coffin she’s ever seen.
Her daughter lies still
as a mountain, scorning
those who walk or limp like old men.
II. My father buries my mother ’s d a u g h t e r
What he was doing driving with another man’s wife and daughter,
I don’t know. But I heard about that silver ’67 Dodge Dart 
with black and red pinstripes racing down the sides and hood.
When that other whiskied driver swerved across 
the centerline of County Trunk EE, both cars crumpled 
like old tractor parts in a scrap compactor.
My mother would lie in a hospital bed for three weeks, broken 
hips holding her down. My father walked away unscathed, would push 
her wheelchair at the funeral to stand next to the child’s father.
Only years would collapse his cartilage like car frames.
The family farm resides on the reservation, swallowed 
as the native land expanded, and a mile down EE
from the smokeshop with attached casino. My father
smokes two-and-a-half packs a day, drives
past that place where once he was the only one who walked.
He is old now, with titanium kneecaps. But before—
when that man could move mountains, or round bales—he said
this farm was something he’d never walk away from.
III. A man buries his daughter
In the pictures, she has my mother’s face, 
no trace of her father I’ve never met, 
no clue to who he was.
I imagine him
at the funeral. Black
suit, sunglasses hiding swollen eyes.
He is broad shouldered, straight 
like my father was, like his child’s 
mother before the crash.
My father stands behind her 
wheelchair. This man stands 
beside him, stares at the handle,
at her shoulder just in front of it,
and he would be happy with a touch of either,
even a touch of rubber over metal close
to her. After the service, my father 
wheels her away; the man remains 
a moment longer. This odd three has become
one. He goes to the grave, thinks 
of what they were, mother father child, 
and leaves alone.
The other day, she mentioned him—a chance 
meeting in the city—and how he looked well,
walking away in smooth, measured strides.
Digesting
and you’re there, brother, 
beside me with a spoon— 
parents fighting inside 
behind bedroom doors— 
chewing sandbox sand: 
you, like me, like the grind 
of grit between molars;
later we will
sleep in the wheel-wells
of the big tractor,
father storming out
of the house like engine roar,
slamming doors
then to the bam
where we will help him 
with our toy wheelbarrows; 
he swears like soaped-mouth 
when we get in the way— 
same as how he curses 
mother—and it will be 
fifteen years before
I say goodbye and both 
father and mother 
have found new families— 
the scent of shit 
far from all
noses—and your tongue and mine 
have forgotten
the taste of earth, which was the beginning.
Through the hole in the sky
Sky Woman fell, floating 
slowly—like feathers of the swans 
who would help her— 
so the creatures of the sea 
could see her coming. The animals 
feared for her safety, wanted a place 
for her to land. The beaver dove down 
into the depths, but surfaced lifeless.
The muskrat made a sacrifice as well,
but rose up with rich earth
from the deep clutched in rigor-mortised paws.
Then the great turtle was 
summoned to the surface, and the earth 
placed upon its back. Both turtle and earth 
grew, creating the world 
for Sky Woman’s landing.
Soon after she touched
her feet softly to the turtle’s back
she gave birth to twins.
But she did not live past
the second’s entry into the world.
The first son took her head and hung it in the sky,
giving the world light. When the second son
gave the world darkness, the first created
the moon and stars. He then made trees
straight and beautiful;
his brother made gnarls, knots, and thorns.
When the first son made the rivers, 
the second made jagged rocks and rapids.
The first created bear and wolf; 
the second, snakes and lizards.
The first son made man from the clay of the earth; 
the second son made a monkey from the foam of the sea.
And so it went, this echoing,
until they took thorns from the great apple tree
and locked in battle for days.
The first son triumphed, drove his brother
9deep into the great cave.
But the one driven down’s 
work had been done, 
leaving man with a bad heart 
as well as a good heart.
And so it remains.
Seasons
I.
For her, the way
the blessings came in cycle
was a cruel joke.
Two miscarriages
then her daughter, but taken away
at age one.
Two more miscarriages, 
and then her sons, twins 
from the seed of her second
husband, a man who brought her 
to these acres isolated by woods 
and water. They’d married
in a flood year, the same year
the neighbor’s prize heifer
had given birth to a two-headed calf
then drowned itself in the creek.
It was June then, as it was three years later 
when she gave birth to her sons.
Did she believe the stars spoke?
In the Zodiac, Gemini? She believed 
in the sky, in the rain
that flooded the creek 
higher than it had 
in years.
II.
The second twin’s the freak, the unexpected 
back in the days
before sonograms before he came 
to join his brother.
She no longer believed 
in sonograms.
So the first was a miracle; 
the second who came down
that pelvic pathway
of flesh, bone, and metal alloy
was forgiveness, a punchline 
bringing laughter, and a smile.
III.
Mother, brother, and I 
visit the grave of her daughter 
once a year where she cries—
as we look away—into almost-too-green grass. 
She never speaks of the others.
Has she buried them elsewhere?
I say a prayer for us all
by this lonely headstone beneath an apple tree 
in the cool breeze of unseen waters.
IV.
When she left, I could see my father 
harden like a drought-year creek-bed.
She had been his only one, now 
leaving for a third marriage.
Her next husband would see 
her through menopause, the fruit 
of her body as gone as the apples 
from the front-yard tree the summer
after she left. More a carpenter 
than a farmer, he built for her 
a world far from this hard 
land of clay, concrete, cattle.
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My father would till the land 
alone for sixteen years
before a farmer’s wife—her husband lost 
to Lake Winnebago, the “stinking waters”—
took him west to another farm
away from the creek, away from any water,
to her home of five children 
left fatherless.
A plow turning life from dead earth, 
like turtles to the skin of the creek—
the creek that gives water to the clouds 
that feed the fields
that feed the creek— 
second chances surfacing.
V.
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Oak in autumn
We fenced it in back in ’89— 
that ancient oak we used to climb— 
with the work of our own hands.
My brother and I, though not even 
ten, grabbed the hammers alongside our father, 
swinging at nails ‘til blisters bubbled 
on the insides of our fingers.
Fences can be jumped, but don’t 
keep children at bay like bulls; 
our payment was our oak taken away 
from us, guarded now by the bull 
of the expanded pasture.
One bull: two would lock horns, 
each fighting to protect its females.
One, two, none; it hardly mattered 
to the tree. Beneath the weight 
of so many hooves, the root 
structure collapsed, the tree dying 
a slow death. In the course of years 
you don’t notice such things, 
or scarcely, until one day 
for the first time you see 
branches emptied.
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As knights we were (quixotic)
protectors of the kingdom
In the years when the creek 
didn’t spill its banks
and cover the field to the back of the shed, 
my brother and I spent our days
beneath the bridge 
where road crossed water.
(old plow blades and fractured pitchfork handles)
There we battled trolls 
with shields and swords.
Mud turtles were
sea monsters; guppies, man-eating whales.
What a powerful wizard king 
my father was;
we could hear his calls 
across the kingdom
when it was chore time, 
and he could heal anything
broken with his magic hands.
But too soon
came a time when 
some evil spirit
shadowed itself across the red earth; 
there was one thing my father could not make
whole again.
Without a queen, there is no kingdom.
(what once they had been) 
(in words we have now: leviathans)
(like all great wizards greyed and stooped)
(as in every tale there must be)
(or so it is in fairy tales)
(as his breath turned windmills that were never there)
In a time when family relations yellow
the pages of an ancient spell-book (written, of course, in a language no longer read)
and children’s bones stretch like a minstrel’s song, 
is it those children who strip the magic from the world?
15
(when we grew strong enough to swing heavier swords, 
where were the monsters to slay?)
Photographs of her firstborn
Two of them:
one professional, she smiling 
on clouds of soft white pillows; 
the other a Polaroid 
of the sandbox, same smile 
but red eye from the flash, 
red like flames.
*
I’ve seen two pictures; 
my mother holds the third.
Like chemical reactions burned
onto paper, her daughter is burned
into memory,
there and not there,
that other image where
she is kept as still life:
safe, whole, smiling
behind the glass
of the window she went through.
*
My mother treasures
the photos like gifts from god,
holding her child
behind unbroken glass,
not yet one, not yet
baptized.
*
Side by side they sit 
on top of the fireplace; 
the track lighting above 
stays on
even at night illuminating 
angel and red eye.
She loves them both.
A brief history lesson: the Oneida people
1788
New lessons must be learned.
We’ll begin today with religion. 
Like the rock Moses cracked
with his staff, does 
the standing stone weep 
when it watches you march west 
to the land of the red earth?
1838
Let us move 
to arithmetic.
Treaties = mathematics = simple subtraction. 
Five-million acres -  x = sixty-five thousand acres. 
Please solve for the variable.
1887
To remember,
think mnemonically, sonically:
The Dawes 
Act is a saw 
that cuts you like a fall­
en totem pole.
Next on the plan: writing.
A teacher taught me once: 
a pun is the lowest form 
of humor.
Allotment
leaves you with little.
18
1929
Time for poetry.
The art o f losing isn hard to master.
Practice breeds precision.
Then practice losing farther, losing faster: 
Examine the balance between reaction and intent.
some realms I  owned, two rivers, a continent.
1937
A brief vocabulary quiz: reclamation.
Please define.
You may now begin.
1985
Geography: the Supreme Court knows it, and gives back
the standing stone. Measure
the distance between here and there on a map.
If a bus leaves Wisconsin
at sixty miles per hour heading towards New York
is the bus ride there still 
the bus ride home?
1988
A grandmother walks into a casino, cashes
(nickels, quarters)
her social security check. You do
the math for this story 
problem: lay it down in change.
19
Tomorrow
I can sense 
a quiz—perhaps
some test—is coming.
Multiple choice
maybe (we can get through this—you and I)
pass / fail.
20
My parents divorced in the year of the tent worm
The apple tree in the front yard was infested, and when 
they would wriggle away from that white, stringy haven
my brother and I would squash them underfoot, bursting
that oddly furry length into spurts of translucent green. The apples
were no good for eating—-it was a pie-less summer—and she was not 
there to make one. So the fruit became ammunition, flying
from our hands to tear through the house of worms. I was fascinated 
by how that home tom asunder could repair itself overnight. I don’t know
where they went when autumn came; I imagine them moving in file down 
our country road, leaving the tree and their home behind until it gave way
to wind and rain. And so it went, the way of the worms that summer.
Living, devouring, then leaving
the fruit spoiled and wasted, 
and the tree, to last the winter, to die next summer, our yard never the same.
After the storm
It was lightning that tore 
the rock in two— 
that big boulder down 
by the far field-edge, comer 
of the com by the bank 
of the creek, the bridge 
where I’d sleep 
some afternoons—cleaved it 
like an angered fault line.
*
When rains came again
making us forget droughts,
when clouds split like rocks and marriages,
my twin watched out the window, said at night
while staring west toward the field-edge:
When it rains, I  swear 
that boulder glows.
*
At the back-end of August, the sun 
baked the boulder, and snakes 
slunk into the gap 
and basked
like bread slices in a sandwich iron.
*
It squatted there for years,
the one rock
we couldn’t shift
when we picked
the others, when late spring sun
burnt our backs
until they nearly blistered.
We would sit there resting,
sipping soda before
we went to work
the rest of the field, knowing
dinner—fresh from the earth 
and bone and too much salt— 
was waiting for us 
when we finished.
*
At that seam ripped into rock,
little fissures run like rivers
or small roadways from the charred edge.
*
Let’s say
a woman decided to leave 
this place. That boulder 
would be the last 
thing she’d see
as she drove her new man’s car 
west, the one thing 
she’d never forget.
He bought the explosives last Sunday, 
stored them where the seed room used to be
Deconstruct he said 
and I’m surprised he lasted 
that long / silo 
taunting him 
like a giant cock fucking 
the sky when he hasn’t 
had sex in five years / 
after she left the land 
they tilled together.
I could see it in his eyes 
staring at the silo 
that he wanted to drop 
it to the ground / he had 
already sold
one hundred-eighty acres
stripped
every frame of her face / 
like his tears the only time 
I knew he cried.
But before the cock 
crowed thrice he betrayed 
himself / too 
practical to see 
something useful destroyed / 
and let the silo stand 
next to empty 
bams and sheds.
Early morning sun silhouetted
behind the silo / the bells
chimed eight
at Saint Peter’s / as he
went to shit
shower shave
and masturbate.
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II. for my father
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A marking, for each and all
I.
She’d wake when he’d haul her from the comforter, his hands 
at her throat, pinning her to the wall.
Orange—she spoke 
one morning sipping o.j. by the sink 
in the east-side window sunshine 
as the fry pan sizzled with pork scent beside her— 
his eyes always looked orange in the moonlight, 
blood vessels pulsing like those 
of the possum behind the shed that her daddy’d 
pumped three rounds from a 12-gauge 
into when she was a girl.
The plaster with so many
hard grains like beach sand 
at her back and her choked breath whistling 
like so much bird-shot in wind, 
she could never
wake him 
from something more than a dream: 
sand still
between his toes and m-16 rounds still whizzing
and back then he swore that dirt 
everywhere is only dirt
and if you closed your eyes and played make-believe 
the beach would swallow you 
like a waterbed
and bacon is burning 
meat in the morning.
II.
We found ourselves
beside Dad with wheelbarrows
and shovels, filling gopher holes
with clay dug up
from the neighbor's ditch.
The dirt was for plants, he’d mutter, 
had no faith
in creatures who wouldn't show 
their faces in the sun, who lived 
in holes peering out 
like sentinels.
The fill would hold for a day, maybe 
two, opening eventually— 
a pitfall in the jungle, waiting 
to trip us up or break 
ankles when we mowed the lawn. 
They love the earth 
so much, he'd say, let the earth 
love them back.
We'd fill the tunnels
again, nothing more
than dirt ever. The ground
was a gift. Keep it , he'd say.
Grass with no craters like mine holes.
III.
Once, he told me
he was contemplating moving to Palm Springs. 
And once, also,
in my life he spoke of Vietnam.
*
I got a gun, when I was ten, and he 
set the sights.
How do you know it lined up right?
It ’soff i f  I  miss.
He hadn’t shot since the war; he’d been 
eighteen then.
He dropped that bird 
in mid-flight with a BB.
*
Once in twenty-four years. Once 
watching Full Metal Jacket.
There ’s n o
fucking palm trees
in Vietnam.
A phrase tumbling like a fallen starling 
through black walnut branches 
to strike the Wisconsin ground, 
a sound to echo always.
IV.
There’s nothing democratic 
about shooting woodchucks. It is 
the will of something larger.
We looked beneath the comcrib: 
them there burrowed and hiding, 
gnawing at the wood of the frame.
Father slammed the bolt shut. That post 
eaten through collapses the structure, so he 
was just speeding the inevitable.
The first shot missed; splayed 
wood flew like so much shrapnel.
He cursed, low, Jesus, then made
the next one clean, a kill. Next time 
brother or I will be the one 
to raise the gun—we’ll draw to see
who goes. We may not want 
to pull that trigger, but we are still 
young; we’ll do what we’ve been told.
V.
Every Sunday we’d go down 
the road in the Cadillac 
to St. Peter’s, same as all
the other farmers, the sharp steeple 
like crossed pitchfork tines 
or bayonet blades
silhouetted against the blaze 
of the rising sun.
I’ve heard it said:
there are no atheists in a fox hole.
But these are not my father’s words.
In church he would never sing
but would recite all else, 
his voice flowing predictable 
as tides on foreign shores.
For the kingdom, the power, and the glory—
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Over eggs—sunny-side up—one time 
she said
I  think the Agent Orange
(mix dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 
and trichlorophenoxyacetic acid)
fucked him up in the head.
Fascinated by eradication, 
he sent insects
fleeing like so many unforgotten 
war choppers with a diluted 
batch of DDT he got 
from god knows where, 
years after it was outlawed.
And defoliation: 
a dream of a weed-free yard,
killing unwanted
growth with some substance 
he never named.
Other chores finished, 
he’d be there in the dying light 
with canister, hose, and nozzle,
the sun clinging like
(version A—mix naphtheme and palmitate 
version B—make more deadly, blend equal parts 
benzene and gasoline to two parts polystyrene)
a flaming
flower to the horizon.
And on another day, we’d be down there— 
my brother and I— 
in the ditch
with hacksaws cleaning out
the heavy brush before he’d come with fuel oil
to lay down a layer
that would cling
to everything,
VI.
even leaving
floating rainbows on top of the murky water.
Then he would take
the propane torch, click the flint
to ignite
the tip 
and let all
flare up:
cattails down the deeper trench, 
crabgrass lying low in the flanks, 
even the ditch water
smoldering
until all had transformed 
from green to orange 
to black.
He whispered then—
but if he believed it or not 
every night when the horizon 
tried to swallow the sun—
Let the new grow from the remains o f the scorched.
As he bent down to reach 
his fingers toward
the ditch’s edge,
I watched earth
turn to ash in his hand.
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Frequencies
I. Tour of Duty
One day when I was young, my father began watching 
Tour o f  Duty and China Beach. These shows became time slots in 
life, ordered out and watched religiously. I watched too— we only 
had two TVs, one in the family room and one in his bedroom—and 
Tour o f Duty had “Paint It Black” by the Rolling Stones as the 
theme song.
Maybe then I ’ll fade away and not have to face the facts 
it ’snot easy facing up when your whole world is black.
I loved that song, and the words, set against whirring chopper 
blades and Asian sunsets, haunted me every Monday; I wondered 
if they haunted my father more, if the music mixed with thoughts, 
signal sharpening on the shrapnel lodged behind his left ear, his 
head operating as radio frequency controls
I  have to turn my head until my darkness goes 
and with each alteration of the angle the song turning to a new line 
I ’ve seen people turn their heads and quickly look away 
or if he watched without thinking, body numbed with some sort of 
darkness
I  look inside myself and see my heart is black 
or, if he was thinking, if images came in spectrum or only shades 
of white, black, or gray
no colors anymore, I  watched them all turn black.
II. Something to Believe In
“Something to Believe In” by Poison was my favorite song 
when I was younger. As in the bam, however, our soundtrack for 
driving never strayed from country. But one day when we were in 
the Cadillac—that thing was a tank of a car—returning to the farm 
from church, my father let me put in a tape. I thought he would like 
the song: the opening piano lines, the down-south cadence of Bret 
Michaels’ vocals, the country-twanged bridge between the two 
parts of the opening verse. But I forgot about the words lying in 
wait right after that twang, and when they came I couldn’t speak— 
twenty-two years o f metal tears cries a suicidal Vietnam vet 
he fought a losing war on a foreign shore to find  his 
country didn ’twant him back 
the bullets took his best friends in Saigon, the lawyers took 
his wife, his kids no regrets 
in a time I  don ’tremember, and a war he can forget
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he cried forgive me for what I  done there, 'cause I  never 
meant the things I  did—
“Not quite my thing,” he said softly—and my father rarely spoke 
softly, everything about him a hammer that drives a nail into wood 
with one swing—and then station-flipped back to Waylon and 
Willie and the boys. He never got to the next line, the line I wanted 
him to hear, the something to believe in.
III. Platoon
My mother told me that when Platoon entered theatres, he 
refused to see it. I remembered her story about his hands around 
her throat when he’d dream in the dead of night; my mother 
thought seeing the movie might help him cope. I always doubted 
this. Did she think that a Charlie Sheen voice-over on film could 
somehow heal or bury the voice-overs in his head?
I wondered if he had some place to go to share old war 
stories with other vets, some bar where cigarette smoke hung like 
the haze over burning ditches.
IV. Apocalypse Now
He never saw Apocalypse Now either. I didn’t see it myself 
until I studied English in college. I heard Dennis Hopper quoting 
Eliot: “I should have been a pair of ragged claws scuttling across 
silent seas.”
It struck me: somehow the image was my father. He had 
gotten sick on vacation in the Philippines following his second tour 
of duty. When he had left the farm he had weighed 225, but 
returned home after a stop in Mexico weighing 130. Twenty-five 
years later, I can barely squeeze my own shoulders into a suede 
jacket he bought there as a souvenir.
And Brando quoting “The Hollow Men”: my father’s body 
was a husk of what it was when he left—something like a blighted 
cob of com—but his mind still grew memories like spring earth.
V. Full Metal Jacket
My father was mostly speechless about ‘Nam—words 
never spoken but once. He was flipping through channels and 
stopped at Full Metal Jacket, stopped and took in the background.
“There’s no fucking palm trees in Vietnam.” A whimper of 
conversation; the world didn’t end when he spoke.
Written
My father lives surrounded by barbed wire—holding him 
here like words to a page—
every tine tipped always with the tint of blood.
And when the sun’s flames are extinguished— 
swallowed by horizon 
or choked
by clouds of a coming storm—
he’ll be in his chair reading the newspaper, 
lamp-light as soft as a camp fire on a beach.
Never books, he keeps everything current.
But when thunder recoils like a rifle, I can see him 
quiver like a dog once-struck.
What can I say
when every pitchfork becomes a bayonet, 
every weed a patch of jungle brush?
If he closes his eyes like a novel,
does the napalm roll and cling 
somewhere past the page?
I want to paint
the scene of how it might have been: let black
ink replace
orange,
replace red,
remain black.
My father does not want to remember. These words 
say never forget:
pass me down like land, like guns.
The farm says never leave 
what you cannot some day use.
III.
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Turtle summers
That season the creek bed dried 
to hardpan where we would drive 
three-wheelers over crusted husks 
of mudskippers, crawdads, and turtles.
It was the August my brother flipped 
end over end, rolling six times before 
coming to a stop after swerving 
from a turtle he thought he’d seen.
I braked hard, seeing nothing
but the heap of him while my father hobbled
from the calf hutches as hurriedly
as he could on already failing legs.
He arrived quick enough: my brother stood, 
then fainted into outstretched arms.
He spent the next six months sleeping 
in the leather chair in the family room 
until his collarbone broken into three 
healed back into one.
The next summer began just as dry, 
the earth cracking, the leaves wilting 
and falling from the oak 
where they had buried the Indian woman.
A summer so dry I couldn’t believe 
the day I found the basement breathing 
with hundreds of turtles: 
concrete walls holding a world of water, 
and the turtles a landmass.
It was like a river dammed, 
or a lake choked, but alive.
Into that dreamscape 
my father descended, and rose 
an hour later with three bags 
he buried out back. It was three days 
before the rains began, flooding all 
the way to the shed, drowning 
the field where the oak stood.
That tree greened up in a day.
And the turtles returned.
Blood-brother
Let me breathe a moment; I will
try to begin. I don’t know
where he came from, but that broken cat
lay there as if he had fallen from the sky.
The bone pushed—
Let me pause.
Steel yourself—
The bone pushed through the fur on his right paw, 
through a hole tom in his wrist
and he wailed as if to me, his only audience. 
It echoed in my bones like creation’s calling, 
how the animals know the line between 
this world and the next, but mercy is 
a manmade word, what we promised 
when we stole the felines from the wild.
He screamed free me, and
I thought end this.
But he had life in him yet.
I wanted to move
that bone back into place, back beneath fur, 
put everything back the way it was meant to be.
But that broken paw lashed out
to tear the skin of my wrist,
and in that moment, that very moment,
his blood and mine
were the same.
I need you to believe this. It was he 
who put the animal in me.
Father’s gun
It wasn’t the seize of joints that made him
lay you down. No; he’s known your kind too well.
I hold you now, hold my hand on your stock 
worn smooth, the color of walnut painted 
with three generations’ sweat and hand oil.
Your butt holds the curve of many shoulders:
the arc of my father’s arthritic arm,
and his father and grandfather before
him, left when hearts no longer thumped, hammers
to firing caps. How many broken dogs
put down, sick cow head-shots, your story-stained
wood won’t say. But your hammer has never
frozen like old men’s knees, your barrel has
not bent like weak backs. Eyeing down the sight
not corroded with cataracts, I aim
for the forehead of the cracked-legged mow-cat.
Father leans cross-armed on a steel stanchion—
stooped back curved as a trigger—and stares through
scopes of glass framed with gun-metal alloy.
Even though—for now—his blood still pulses 
like bullets through a honed barrel, I swear 
I can see him rust slightly more when, for 
the first time, I hear you speak your one word.
Dehorning
It’s easiest when they’re young
and it takes two: 
one to hold her down, 
one to do the work.
The ring heats
to glowing red and only then 
is it thrust downward 
to the base,
cauterizing as it cuts.
We want to keep 
this bloodless; killing
nerves
kills the pain.
Now it is over, now we have changed
the topography of skull; now 
we are safe from her. She
is safe from herself.
I can follow
the map of her forehead: 
two rings
like bases of silos 
struck down. And they
cannot be rebuilt.
Prayer to the God of seed and soil
Forgive me Lord for I have strained 
the boundaries of my father’s
reason. Back in the com
smoking (the neighbor showed me the way
to keep the habit cheap: rolled in husk with tassel) 
I dropped it and fled when I heard
the old Chevy backfiring like bulls stampeding 
down the rain-rutted lane.
The other three sides 
surrounded by drainage ditches,
that half acre was all 
I burned.
Years before ditches and com, honeysuckle 
spread among meadow grass. Listen: crackling stalks
make the sound of burning leaves, and deer flee 
like hidden children. Look at a match: how much
lightning can it hold? I found a firepit once, 
buried at the field’s edge.
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Who placed the random rock that tripped me 
to my knees? I turned to watch cobs bum.
Please, let the dirt take back 
what it birthed.
Calving
When calves come foot first 
into the new world, 
it’s almost as if they want to go 
back to where they came from.
More come that way than you 
would think. We owned 
several chains with several handles 
for just such occasions.
One calf was small, smaller than all 
I’d saved before, so he came out 
quick. Smooth and slick. We pulled 
him toward his mother’s mouth 
where she set to work licking the liquid 
that covered him. But there 
was another, bigger 
and more stubborn coming out.
My brother—my twin—and I strained 
against chains; soon the work was done. 
We dragged him in the afterbirth 
to his older brother who was already 
holding his head up to his mother’s 
tongue. But the second calf would not rise. 
That tongue touched him 
briefly, then a nudge of the nose 
that still brought no motion.
Animals know life and death.
I looked at my brother until 
the cow bellowed: words 
to rupture the world we knew.
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Necessary
I.
The way the mouth foams—like waves 
dying on sand—sends us into the woods,
my brother and I, he with the shotgun, me 
with a shovel. Our father stays behind, says he
will take care of the dog. The old elms are 
a gateway to the forest, their branches like mother’s
arms embracing us on visiting day, but hard 
and crooked. We enter, begin the search, eyes
scanning hollows and holes in tree trunks.
The scrape of leaves on shit-stained boots rustles softly
like water over creek-rocks, a soundtrack eternal, 
unchanging. Dusk comes, and it is a soft snort, maybe
a snarl over leaf-static, that bites my ear, turns 
my head. Beneath an arthritic spruce she stands
glaring at me, eyes shot—the dead baby-coons 
behind her—a thief in the night or a dark-eyed man
in a barber’s chair, foamed up and ready 
for the shave. I whistle. My brother turns.
II.
He lifts the gun to his shoulder, arm shivering 
like a corn-stalk in wind. Cheek-bone
to back-barrel, he pauses then turns to me. I see 
his eyes redden like the coon’s, then clear green
as summer maple as he takes aim. The wood-music 
shifts from static to the whistle-song of birdshot
in wind and the drumbeat of steel on timber, 
as the she-coon sings a one-note fade.
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III.
I dig. The shovel hums when it hits rocks, while leaves 
float earthward like paratroopers. Soon
the hole is deep enough. I scoop the coons and drop 
them down, bury them with brush—pine needles bum
fastest, and fastest is best. My lighter clicks and flares 
and the hole glows. My brother holds the flashlight
while I cover the ash and bone, then helps me roll 
the big rock on top—these dead must not be unburied.
IV.
Back down our same path through the elm-gate, 
and we meet father at the cornfield’s edge; he leans
on his shovel by a patch of broken ground. 
the shot, he says. We nod. My brother looks
up and turns away as the wind rises and whispers.
He raises the gun-butt to his shoulder, aims
towards Sirius and taps the trigger. The echo cries 
across acres, across the un-silent husks of com.
Chant
So I thought 
I saw—through
the flames on the willow stump— 
men moving in circles.
Maybe it was exhaustion 
from the day’s work, or some scent 
of the crackling branches like whips 
that once drove horses westward.
But the clear sky
quickly cracked closed 
with a sound like my ax 
breaking bark
hours earlier. And even though 
the language was not my own
rain come, 
rain com e . . .
I wanted to sway 
while old wood popped 
like drums
in the drought-dry air.
through the hole in the sky, 
through the hole in the sk y . . .
Then my heart was deer hooves fleeing 
and the willow was all trees and fire 
followed me as the forest became 
the great apple tree with its thorns 
like the swords of my own ancestors’ 
wars and I was falling
like Sky Woman falling, 
like Sky Woman fa lling . . .
to touch the sea and bid 
the great turtle 
rise and
the first drop in three weeks hit 
the willow stump 
and sizzled like venison 
in a settler’s fry pan.
I stood 
as stone.
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Coming
The cows huddled beneath 
the comer apple tree; the clouds 
a darkness awaiting lightning.
The rain’s rhythm: your heart, not quite 
losing the beat, not yet.
Home
When the sky closed and wind 
no longer whistled through branches 
like sirens, it was we—your sons— 
who brought you back and nothing else 
lurked black like topsoil in rain.
So much depends
My father was working again after the doctors 
had broken his second knee, straightening out
his bow-legged cowboy strut. His wheelbarrow 
full beneath the silo chute, he moved then
winced, leaned forward—like winter wheat in wind— 
and grabbed the barrow-edge. It was then I had
the vision: bad knees buckling like his marriage, 
dentures cracking on the concrete gutter-edge.
Fuck William Carlos Williams,
I wanted to whisper, but teacher had told us
the story earlier that week: the sick child 
he had spent all night with, how he could not
save her. I found my father and, with his weight 
like a grain sack on my shoulder, helped him rise.
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Our father’s friends call him Woody
There is always one named Hoss. And maybe a Big Ray or Little 
Joe, Texas Jeff or Three-Finger Jeb, who had an “unfortunate 
incident” with the power takeoff on a silo loader. And they’ll be 
here once a year eating pork hot from the big roaster, the one that 
made me think of a sleeping steel cow. They’ll talk about those 
who aren’t here, about some man named Crotch. Someone will ask 
his real name, but no one will know. always called him Crotch.
Years later, when our father sells the farm, men will come again— 
this time for a chance to bite at a good deal. They will grip too 
tight with hands like tanned animal hides when they shake. They 
will call us Kenny’s boys.
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Winter work
Com is a cannibal:
it feeds cows whose shit feeds com.
There is a man who is part of this chain, 
who is a slave 
to seeds he’s placed 
and cattle he’s raised.
And he is here 
in the wind of winter 
pitching forkfuls of shit 
from a broken-down spreader 
onto frozen loam.
Bury the land in ice, Demeter, 
when your daughter wanders back down
to he who claims 
her as his own. 
We will wait 
until your tears of melting snow 
help the tips of winter wheat 
break through the crusted glaze.
Each toss hits the stubs of stalks of com; 
last year it was 
soybeans, alfalfa before.
In the rotation of the crops the soil 
is saved from being 
parched; the crops need 
each other.
The fields cannot be 
un-unified.
How could you not curse 
the fruit, the pomegranate seed 
that bids her back 
to the depths 
every year? 
It holds life inside, 
but her lover made it death.
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Climbing the hill— 
every year at the first glimpse 
of green—
to plot the lay of the land 
with an expert’s eye,
the memory of his father
is led upward by the god of ghosts and dreams
and the son is younger and painless 
in his joints
watching another cast shovels 
full of richest topsoil 
into that wound 
in the March earth.
Did you hear her cries— 
your child plucking blossoms 
from their stems— 
when the earth opened up 
to swallow her? 
Could you not see
blossoms blister 
and break
when the soil licked its lips shut?
No one remembers anything
like what came this year following the fertile season,
that leaves him
here in the cold stream
of angry breath blown in from the big water,
strength fleeing with the freeze of knuckles.
A farmer’s heart is in his hands; 
with each fling it flies from his fingers.
Could you forgive him— 
your brother, who claimed dominion 
of wind and waves, 
who took you when you were weak 
from your search for her— 
for what he did?
When life comes riding back 
bright in the chariot 
of your daughter’s keeper,
the student of the land—the one 
you taught— 
will turn his head again 
towards the sky and—feeling 
warmth there—
lay down his pitch-fork.
He will sell the land— 
Demeter can you hear me? 
He who would have been 
your slave forever.
You will break his heart.
The herd will go 
like horses of the sun-god 
to the west at dusk.
Myself, though 
given life by the land
My father, though no longer 
sturdy as a steel fence, spoke 
clearly through missing teeth, 
dentures a sign of a man grown 
old before his time. Too good 
to farm, eh? Pride that would not 
give like his back and kneecaps. 
My reply was as hollow 
and quiet as the bam now 
stands, animals absent as me.
As previous generations 
dug with spades, I, too, dig, 
but to escape shovels 
and pitchforks, and the aroma 
of fresh dung come morning. 
From my desk I can see 
asphalt and steel structures, 
and I take in the stench 
of street exhaust. Part of me 
aches like my father’s bones 
for the scent of somewhere else.
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Let new home become old home
I.
Into the attic we step 
barefoot on dust and rat pellets 
to clean, then bury, years.
My home, before home became
a duffel bag and suitcase, is to be
left behind: my father remarried and leaving
this land of floods and droughts,
where his father, himself, two sons
had been raised, bodies
broken—and families.
II.
Something about this place: when people leave 
they head west, even if just fifteen miles 
to the township’s far side.
Only I strayed farther.
So it was with mother, then brother, 
now father saying goodbye.
But something is always 
left behind. Like the Oneida 
when they came with their three clans: 
wolf, the pathfinder; 
bear, the healer; 
turtle, the world.
There are wolves and bears 
in Wisconsin, in the north, but here—
I have not seen either in a quarter century.
But turtles, there are 
always turtles.
III.
Father, you leave this fractured 
tribe—brother, me— 
without wolf and bear, 
and now the turtles returned 
to the depths
from where they first came,
a world, lifetime, drowned into nothing 
but memory, words spoken 
between us. Home is no longer 
a place. It is a story.
IV.
The attic emptied,
we spare nothing—
save some baby shoes,
tiny girl clothes: mother’s keepsakes
from before her time here—
from brown plastic bags at the end
of the driveway
and boxes packed tight
as drought-year dirt
for the trip to Goodwill,
surrendering all
into the hands of strangers
or to decay back
into earth.
The phone sang out— 1:43 am
I.
Mother,
at the ring of the phone, emotion 
set shuddering the tuning fork 
in your leg, the alloy that now formed 
much of the left side of your body.
You cried, thinking you would never 
hear that pitch- 
perfect instrument, no longer 
bone, quivering 
in homage to its creator.
II.
Father, you
too shuddered, not seeing 
my truck there come morning.
You were beside her once
in a compact world of metal
made more claustrophobic in an instant,
and all the steely strength of your unbroken
body was not enough to keep them
from breaking. So you know
what it’s like to feel everything crumble
save yourself.
III.
Mother, you 
quiver from memory 
every time your sons drive away, 
but my world turned coming home.
Do you remember two stuffed bears 
your daughter loved so much 
in her brief time— 
both ragged and scarred?
We found them at the farm
the other day cleaning the attic
and brought them for you. Hold them close;
hear their song, even if the pitch
isn’t perfect.
To the bone-yard
They all come 
home to die, carried 
by family down
near the curve of the creek, back 
past the pasture, following 
the broken path. My father left
his father and uncles behind
a rusted gate,
river arteries clogged
and narrowed like drought years.
The door to his heart, 
a cemetery gate—failed 
hinges / something congenital— 
and ribs
are horns, keeping wolves 
of night and ghostly 
mow-cats at bay 
even after
the farm is sold and the family 
plot forgotten: hidden 
by bent willow and elms 
as cracked as dried plains.
I never forget: to die early 
is in my blood. My twin
has a five-minute start
in our race to the bone-yard
or ashes scattered
to wind and water
and the forces
can bring us back if they so
desire. Father:
we will leam together what becomes 
of home when the last bulls wander.
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We were cowboys on a last ride with a single steel steed
Of the never-ending miles, what is there to say—
I’ll write some details; I’ll use the space pen you gave me—
can you believe that bitch can write underwater—what is there to say? 
You drove, I rode, I drove, you rode, and this:
Bodies cramping, we soothed ourselves at Liard in the heat from the Earth. 
We must have been the only non-Europeans; the fact
that our suits reached nearly to our knees gave us away.
When the dash flashed Low Fuel fifty miles from the next town
you freaked but I wasn’t worried. When we first hit the frost heave 
and the car jumped and landed, the suspension cursing
in its own clear language, you asked do you want to slow down? 
and I said I  own the fucking car and Fm not slowing down.
When we passed our second hitchhiker you glanced back, waited 
five seconds, said Fve been thinking about getting a gun.
Leaving home with the Buick loaded down so heavy I thought the shocks 
would soon scream like a prodded calf, we had pried ourselves
from mother’s bear-trap embrace, her tears from her twin- 
blue eyes already racking her. I  didn ’t think she’d cry this much.
You replied, I  did and I couldn’t tell how you felt knowing 
she wasn’t crying for you.
You remember how the night before we left I slept three hours
and woke with plows carving the soil of my frontal lobe, how the night
of going away festivities ended at the martini lounge with us throwing back— 
and you know I’m not bullshitting because you were there—some concoction
called Kevin’s Bitch Flower and how we ended up with the bartenders in the back room 
where they stored the booze-—the Grey Goose and Godiva and shit I’ve never
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heard of before—and bulk-bargain bags of Gardetto’s, original recipe, and the bartenders 
passed the pipe and it was the only time I’ve seen you smoke.
I worked nine hours the next day, came home to slam down three of the best 
damned grilled cheese ever. You’ve never tasted better—I’d bet
a good chunk of my well-tanned working man’s hide on it. Less than twenty minutes 
and we were out the door rolling through the night and a miserable sunrise until late
the next afternoon when I asked did you see that? and you replied 
You mean what appeared to be a little green man dancing down the roadside?
My collapsing spine shuddered like the steering wheel down a gravel patch 
and I knew as you did too that the road would wait for another morning.
On the road-side in British Columbia or Alberta, or maybe even 
Manitoba, you offered the lonely child caribou an oatmeal pie—
Lord, why did we bring so many fucking oatmeal pies? They became 
wafers of our communion with the creatures: you offered them
to buffalo, horses, even the ragged red fox that sniffed the dumpster 
at a wayside. None of the animals turned them down—this odd man-
made thing—though soon enough I could feel my own body begging, 
practically screaming, for broccoli, carrots, hell—even rutabaga.
It had been somewhere in Saskatchewan when I first thought of turning back 
but it all couldn’t be like this: the flatness that made me remember
Indiana as mountainous and lose some of my hatred for Ohio; the forever-reaching 
fields of pale brown giving me day-mares of drowning in a giant bowl
of brown sugar Quaker instant; the unexplained blue orbs in the fields— 
the ones you joked were where huddled the little green men who dance
down roadsides in the fading light, when the light isn’t fading.
If there were any trees, I might have tried to swerve and hit one.
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At the Fairbanks airport, you hold your hand out for a shake, but I pull you 
into an awkward embrace—a bump of chests, a pat on the back.
Though we’ve never been apart I tell myself I am 
comfortable being alone. Don’t think
this—that I leave 
to freeze 
leave you
alone in a shit town 
drinking solo 
in decaying
bars with concrete floors
but goddamn
it was a good run
and we got through
without either of us
knocking up
some high school
cock-tease
know that
I’m not leaving
you
we
will ride again 
some impossible 
sunset
so dance whenever 
you can—remember
that you need me. And don’t think you need to know why.
No words, just a nod, then you turn and I turn. I take five steps and stop.
Turning again, I watch the slow ascent of the escalator.
It isn’t me who doesn’t look back.
